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Introduction to the Media and Music Salon Series
What Makes a Modern Music Company in 2021?
This was the second in our Salon Series examining how music companies are evolving in
2021 and beyond to adapt to changing markets and opportunities bringing together thought
leaders in business and finance

Nfluence Partners and CrossBorder Works
have teamed up to bring together CEOs,
executives, entrepreneurs, influencers and
investors to exchange ideas and
perspectives on timely topics in Music and
Media

Salon Series
The Salon Series are in the style of Jeffersonian dinners, albeit virtual for now.
Jefferson was known for hosting dinners in the late 1800’s in his Monticello
home curating intimate groups of thought leaders / influencers to converse
about a single topic, diving deep into a theme to spark collective wisdom. The
purpose was to listen, learn and inspire one another through meaningful
dialogue over a shared meal

2021

Key Participants
This second in our Media and Music Salon Series (“MMSS”) engaged a select
group of 12 people from across different sectors of Music in robust
conversation sharing their views and included two Sparks representing
different sides of today’s rapidly changing ecosystem:

Sparks

Media and Music Salon Series (“MMSS”)

Fall

Molly Neuman

Alexandra Moore

President, Songtrust

Head of Strategic Initiatives

Other Participating Firms

“We were inspired by the group and wanted to share our key
takeaways from the conversation as to the exciting, dynamic
changes and opportunities happening in Music today – we hope you
will be too”
- MMSS Co-Hosts (Sun Jen Yung & Vickie Nauman)
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Key Takeaways Overview
What Does it Mean to be a Music Company in 2021?
Change is a Constant in the Music Industry

US Music Streaming Revenue by Year ($mm)
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Five Key Takeaways

•

The process of creating, distributing and monetizing music changing faster
today than anything that has happened before and accelerated by the
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Changes in Landscape Open Up New Opportunities

COVID environment
•

With more and more catalogs changing ownership, and music streaming
intersecting with the rise of the creator / artist, we examine the evolving
definitions and players in the music ecosystem today as well as the role of
technology
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Takeaway #1
Definitions and Roles are in a ”Constant State of Change”
The Blurring Lines of the Music Industry
• The recorded music industry historically has had relatively neat verticals of artists, labels, publishers, PROs, artist
management companies, service providers and music licensees
• The lines are all blurring now with publishing companies buying master catalogs, labels buying service companies,
management firms processing artist royalties, and licensees inventing new methods of monetization every day

The Power Shift in Artists’ Contract Structure
•

But for the past decade or so, there has been a gradual shift away
from artists signing these traditional deals

The migration away from traditional label deals has been a key
driver in the unbundling of label services, such that artist teams
now use a mix of creator tools, technologies and capital providers
to manage and advance an artist’s career

•

This began with emerging and hobbyist artists on early DIY
distribution platforms, in which artists only needed to record and
upload their music to get it into licensed services

This change has come into focus as the industry emerges from
COVID, which has accelerated many trends that had begun to take
hold before the pandemic

•

On the publishing side, there is a longer history of administrationonly deals with major and independent publishers, but publishing
admin platforms also continue to grow

•

Central to the industry has been traditional label-artist deals, in
which artists received a bundle of services in exchange for an
advance and ownership of their master recordings

•
•

•

The Industry Post-COVID

Over time, more established artists began moving towards this
model and even superstars like Taylor Swift notably signed to
Universal Music but retained ownership rights in her new music
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Takeaway #2
What it Means to be an Artist is Evolving
•
•

Artists have increasingly taken more control over their creative output, IP rights, teams, and careers
• Independent artists are the fastest growing segment in our industry
Creators are thinking more and more outside of the box in the traditional artist sense

The Impact of the Entrepreneurial Journey on the Music Ecosystem
•

What it means to be successful is different for every artist
• Some need to be fiercely independent, while others want to sign with a major label
• Some may focus on music, while others envision creative endeavors as a visual artist, an actor, or a
podcaster
• Some may want to release music in the form of an album with ten songs, while others release singles
and videos weekly

•

From music creation to fan engagement to live streaming to rights management, tools built for creators are
plentiful and growing
Artists and their teams are developing their own unique career trajectories
• This in turn is evolving the needs and requirements of available technology and systems built for purpose

The Definition of Success

Filling Gaps with Tools &
Technology

•

•

Platforms are Enabling
Innovative Cultural
Moments

•
•

Some of the largest consumer platforms in the world have music integrated as an effective way to be relevant
with customers
No longer are licensees only building products and services for traditional rightsholders/licensors
• They are layering in many different ways for artists and fans to engage and differentiating themselves in
the process
Whereas just five years ago YouTube dominated the social platforms that featured music and creators / artists,
today there are many popular venues, including TikTok, Meta, Instagram, Smule, SoundCloud, and Twitch
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Takeaway #3
Audiences are Global and Instant, Infrastructure is Not
•

One of the key drivers behind fundamental changes in the music industry today is audience evolution, brought on by the rise in global reaching music streaming and
social platforms

The Delivery and Consumption of Music is Global Today

Structural Changes in Distribution
•

•

Audiences are of a massive size and reached instantly on a scale previously
unknown

Generally music distribution has been regionalized, gated by radio or touring,
and controlled by the major record labels

•

•

The size of, and ability to, reach audiences instantaneously also ties to another
industry dynamic of artists directly reaching fans that we highlighted in our
August 2021 MMSS report

Today a handful of global music streaming services (DSPs) and social platforms
including [Amazon Music, Apple Music, Facebook/Instagram, Spotify, TikTok,
and Youtube] have become key industry influencers and audience gateways

•

This change is still recent when measured by historical standards, with the
mainstream popularity of streaming only happening in the last six or so years
since the mid-2010s

Music Rights are still Challenging
•

Backend infrastructure and rights management remains regionalized just as
delivery has become global

•

Rights and metadata fragmentation are escalating as more artists and writers
collaborate and copyrights continue to be bought and sold

•

The problems with accuracy in data continue to vex the global industry, and it
remains an open question how and if these complex problems can be solved
locally versus globally

•

Unique services and revenue models for licensors are not harmonized and
difficult to project

New Technologies in the Industry

•

New technologies, however, such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), machine
learning and blockchain are starting to get more notice and traction

•

AI and machine learning have the potential to significantly improve the scale,
efficiency and accuracy of rights management through automation and
massive processing power
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Takeaway #4
A Generational Shift is Underway
Digital Natives are people who fit the following categories
•1

Born after 1980 (Millennial + Gen Z)

2•

Grown up around the internet and rely on their mobile devices

3•

Create and drive most social media trends

4•

Think, learn, and understand the world with the mindset of technology existing

47%

Of the US Population is made up of
Millennials & Gen Z (Statista)

55%

Of Gen Z use their smartphones five
or more hours a day (99firms)

The Cultural Impact of Digital Natives
It was a baby boomer, Neal Stephenson who first put creative thought to paper about the metaverse and the blurring of life between digital and IRL (In Real Life) when
he wrote Snow Crash in 1992
However, the metaverse today is starting to become more mainstream in the public consciousness and existence through emerging platforms like Roblox and Meta
•
•

(TKR: RBLX), who went public earlier this year, has a current market capitalization of over $65 billion
Roblox has integrated powerful brand names like Nike, Vans, and Gucci into their metaverse, held concerts for Twenty One
Pilots and Lil Nas X, and hosted launch parties for Bakugan’s youtube page and KSI’s new album

•
•

(NASDAQ: FB)’s name change is a proclamation of its journey towards launching its own metaverse platform
Meta’s version of the metaverse includes an all-encompassing system for social interactions, phone/video conferencing,
fitness, music, and entertainment

Self Expression
•

Self expression in the digital environment is a defining characteristic of Millenial and Gen Z’ers and has sparked a whole new genre of social media influencers

•

Besides influencers realizing their digital power can be used to monetize their audiences, brands and marketers increasing want to use influencers to reach their
audiences.
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Takeaway #5:
Landscape Changes Open Up Opportunities for Artists and
Businesses
Creator Tools
•

We have a wide availability of technology and systems to help artists and their teams connect to fans and grow their careers, but as
needs change for both artists and composers, the tools must also meet these needs

•

Startups must try to solve a problem with at least a three-year view, and this can be challenging in an ecosystem under constant
change

Incremental Business Models
•

Now that the industry has stability due to streaming uptake, we are seeing a vibrant market for incorporating music into different
experiences such as online fitness, games, podcasting, social video and live streaming

•

Incumbent licensees as well as new entrants have more choices than ever before on how to engage around music

•

Licensing is still a lengthy, complex process, but music is serving as a catalyst for innovation and new models

Innovation & Monetization
•

With the process of creating, distributing and monetizing music changing faster than ever, can businesses be built fast enough to keep
up with the pace of change?

•

Change is the one constant and innovation needs to occur in technologies to deliver and manage music and rights, product offerings
to meet the demands of the younger, increasingly dominant audience demographic, and ways to monetize so everyone gets paid.

We are very excited about the music industry today and look forward to sharing more insights in coming months
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Contact Us
Media and Music Salon Series | Co-Hosts

Sun Jen Yung

Vickie Nauman

Partner, Head of Digital Media
Nfluence Partners
sun@nfluencepartners.com

Founder & CEO
CrossBorderWorks
naumanvickie@gmail.com

For more information, please visit: www.nfluencepartners.com/mmss-events
Legal Disclaimer
This MMSS Presentation (“Presentation”) has been prepared based on information discussed in the MMSS meeting. This information is being furnished through Nfluence Partners and BA Securities, LLC as the exclusive
authorized agent of the information. This Presentation includes confidential and proprietary information and is delivered on the express condition that such information will not be disclosed to anyone except persons in
the recipient organization. No copies of this Presentation shall be made or retained without the prior written consent of Nfluence Partners and BA Securities, LLC. This Presentation is not an offer to sell or a solicitation
of an offer to buy securities or assets. Nfluence Partners, and BA Securities, LLC expressly disclaim any and all liability for omissions or misstatements in this Presentation or for any other written or oral communication
or representation transmitted to any party in the course of its evaluation of the Presentation. Nfluence Partners, and BA Securities, LLC reserves the right to request the return of this Presentation along with any extract
or copy thereof at any time. Distribution of this Presentation to any person other than the recipient, in whole or in part, or the divulgence of any of its contents is unauthorized. The Principals of Nfluence Partners are
registered representative of BA Securities, LLC. Securities and Investment Banking Services are offered through BA Securities, LLC Member FINRA, SIPC. Nfluence Partners and BA Securities, LLC are separate and
unaffiliated entities.
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